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Abstract 

We are compiling and amalgamating nrJ elastic and charge exchange scattering 
data in the resonance region. Preliminary results in the 1-2 GeV/c region are 
presented in this paper. The compilation procedure involves checking and correcting 
the Lovelace-Almehed 1971 data ~ollection, as well as collecting all more recent 
data. Each set of compile~ data of the six extant types (elastic and CEX cross 
sections and polarizations) is amalgamated in momentum bins about 50 1·1eV/c wide. 
The amalgamation is done by fitting a momentum and angle dependent surface to the 
data over a momentum range of about 3 bin widths, using the fitting surface in the 
central bin to shift the data into fixed angular bins at a predetermine~ central 
momentum, and then statistically combining the data in each bin. The fitting 
procedure takes into account normalization errors, calibration errors and 
resolution of beam momenta, electromagnetic corrections, and inconsistent data. 

· The central bins and central momenta for each type of data are identical, thus 
reducing the number of points at which amplitudes need be calculated in a partial 
wave analysis program using the amalgamated data. The errors of interpolation are 
greatest for CEX data, si~ce t~ey are the least abundant, so the central momenta 
have been chosen to reduce the amount of interpolation of CEX data. The amalgamated 
data are correlated, but we have found that the correlations can be accurately 
parameterized in such a way that, rather than necessitating double sums over each 
type of data in a fitting program, they can be represented in terms of three 
single sums. 

/ 
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I. Introduction 

Pion.-nucleon elastic and charge-exchange ·scattering are the most extensively 
studied processes in high energy physics .. ~Jell over 100 cross section and 
polarization experiments have been performed in the resonance region alone. The 
use of this data in the planning of further experiments, partial wave analysis 
programs, theoreti~al talculations~ etc. is difficult for a number of reasons. 
Besides the labor involved in simply collecting the data, there are many 
problems associated with differences in the running conditions of the variou~ 
experiments leading to systematic discrepancies in each type of data. Some of 
these discrepancies come from known, correctable effects (small mismatches in 
beam momenta, normalization errors, etc.) while some are due to experimental biases 
of unknown origin and p~rsist after all known effects are taken into account. In 
addition, simultaneous use of sever~l types of data in an energy independent 
fitting program requires ~inning in momentum, introducing an unknown amount of 
bias, and further binning in angle may be necessary to reduce computing expense. 

T~e project described here ts an .attempt to solve these problems and 'to 
present ''amalgamated" data in an accurate and economically useable form. The 
general procedure vsed is to fit the world data of a given type over a momentum 
range of about 150 MeV/c with a momentum and angle dependent surface, and then 
to shift the data in a central momentum bin about 50 tleV/c wide along t~e surface 
to the nearest of a set of prechosen angles (referred to here as angular "bins"') at 
a prechosen central momentum. The angular bins are chosen to be evenly spaced at 
intervals of 3°, 61 bins in all. We use fixed angle spacing in order to make the 
bins more closely packed in cos g in the forv1ard and backvJard peaks than in the 
wide angle region. The central momenta are chosen to match the momenta of 
existing charge-exchange (CEX) data as nearly as possible because these data are 
particularly susceptable to interpolation error. During the fitting inconsistencies 
among the data are ~aken into account by enlarging the errors of discrepant data. 
After shifting, the data in each bin is statistically combined. The remainder of 
this pape~ describes the various steps of the amalgamation process in more detail, 
and presents preliminary results in the 1-2 GeV/c region. 

II. Compilation Procedure 

. The most extensive existing collection of pion nucleon elastic and CEX 
scattering data is the Lovelace-Almehed data tape.l This tape is complete through 
September 1972, and we have used it as a basis for our compilation. Data fro~ 
the tape is first transferred to cards and corrected for "systematic" mistakes, 
e.g., missing data, preliminary data quoted as final data or along with final 
data, data copied from the wrong table in a publication, etc. Data from other 
sources, primarily post-1972 publications and private communications of unpublished 
data,are also stored on cards. After a convenient amount of data has been obtained 
(typically 2K to 3K data points) it is written onto a single file of a binary tape 
in a standard format, and printed out for proof-reading. Corrections found ~Y the 
proof-reader are made using an editing program; and the contents of the file are 
thentransferred to chipstore (an LBL on-line photo-digital storage system). Any 

' revisions found to be necessary after this stage are also made by the editing 
program. The chipstore files are collected together-into a sing1e binary tape 
file for use in the amalgamation program described below. 
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III. Fitting Procedure 

The momentum and angle dependent interpolating surface fo.r each type of data 
in each momentum bin is determined by minimizing 

( I ) , 
where 

2. r W · ( - f. )l. X, = '-- s'La I A " & i - s E- i d e- i e-r c.t . 

+ L. w~., (A~-1)0,, -I)+£.. wt:~ (f-.-A,)(1-,-h) 
·~ . . . ,, 

and~ is a convergence test functiDn (see below). We use the following notation: 

.: , n, 

d . 
t:l 

s . 
t:l 

f . £1 
).. 

£ 

denote blocks of data ftom a ~ingle momentum of a single experiment . 

is the value of the ith datum of block e. ln the case of cross section 
data a single photon exchange scattering and interference term, C£1, 
is subtracted from the data before fitting and added back in at the 
shifted position. 

is unity for cross section data, and is the fitted cross section 
divided by sin 8 at t:1e position of datum £i for polarization data. 
r~ultiplication by this factor gives both quantities the same 
analyticity properties. 

is the published beam momentum of block£, 

is the inverse square error of datum t:i. 

is the inverse covariance matrix of the experimental normalizations. 
Relative normalizations, where kno1-m, are taken into account by 
appropriate off-diagonal elements. 

is_the inverse covariance matrix of tile beam momenta. Off-diagonal 
elements are constructed on the assumption that published beam 
momentum errors are pfimarily overall calibration errors common to 
all momenta from a given experiment, but are also subject to an 
irreproducable "jitter" at each individual momentum. Except in 
the fev1 cases where detailed .information is available, we have been 
forced to guess at the jitter and have used ±2 :·leV/c. 

is the fitted value corresponding to datum ci (see below). 

is the inverse fitted normalization of block c The use of an 
inverse normalization factor in this way is equivalent to the 
use of a direct scale factor to first ord~r in deviations from 
unity, and is done here to simplify the x function. 

is the fitted beam momentum of block c. 
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The fitted values are parameterized as polynomials in the beam momentum and an 
angular variable ~= 

f. = L.a..,. TW\E-i 
E-t m 

Here the am are fitted cOefficients ~nd TmEi is a polynomial corrected for the 
momentum·resolution of the Eth beam, 

-r < o ) J_ b2. ~'1. r. c~.; 1.) 
TME-i = 'W\ . l:,ji tr., + 2 £- d 1-1 .I 1 

. E 
where bE is the momentum bite half-width for data block E interpreted as the RMS 
deviation of the beam momentum spettrum from its central value. The angular 
variable~ is chosen to map the cos 9 plane into a unifocal ellipse with the right
and 12ft-hand singularities on the preiphery and the physical region between the 
focii . This mappin~ stretches the physical region in the forward and backward 
peaks while compressing it in the wide angle region, titus tending to produce flatter 
structure in ~ than in cos 9 and to reduce the number of terms required for a good 
fit. The high~st order polynomials Tm that contribute appreciably to the fit are 
typically about 8th order in ~. and are at most quadratic in q. r~tore is said 
below about hm-1 the polynomials are actually chosen. 

The convergence test function (CTF) is used to effect a smooth cutoff in 
the number of expansion coefficients am used in the fit3. It is constructed by· 
first separating the momentum and angle dependence of the fitting function, 

f (i: 1-) := L. a~ T~ (-t-, $-) = L Y" fY\ (i:) 
J ~ n 

where y = (q - ~)/qo, ~ is ·a weighted average of the beam momenta, and q0 ·acts as 
a cutoff parameter for the momentum dependence. The CTF is then, 

~ =C L k 
n Jel\lpse 

The higher pm-1ers of ~ are magnified \tith res~ect to the lov1er po\-Jers on the boundary 
of -the ellipse, so addition of this term to x cuts off these higher pov1ers smoothly. 
The region in which the cutoff becomes effective is controlled by adjusting C. B~ 
car'rying out the integrals ct> can be expressed in terms of a "truncation matrix 11 .~mn· 

~ = L V'~"'· a~ aft 
~\'\ 

The particular weight function used in the integral is chosen because Tchebichef 
polynomials are orthogonal with respect to this ~~eight and this facilitates 
computation of 1. 

The number of data points in a 150 MeV/c wide momentum bin can approach 1000 
for the more copious data types, and the total number of variable parameters am, 
\E' q~ is sometimes as large as 100. Thusi to reduce expense and to handle error 
propa~ation more accurately, we have written a minimizer tailored to our x2 function 
rather than using an existing general purpose minimizer. The minimization procedure 
is iterative and alternates bet0een two basic types of st~ps. The first type is 
a generalization of orthogonalized least squares in wl1ich the fitted normalizations 
and momenta (referred to collectively belm·1 as shift parameters), are held fixed 
while the polynomials Tm and their coeff1..:ients are adjusted to minimize x2. The 
polynomials are chosen to satisfy the or~hogonality relation, 
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~· A~ w., T .... , ~., -+ J' ..... = ~ ... , 
and the coefficients are then 

am= lf ~ E- wt:, d~:i TW\•i 
In the second type of step the polynomials are held fixed and all the parameters 
are simultaneously varied to find an approximate minimum by Newton's method. This 
requires inversion of the second derivative matrix of x2, and this is simplified 
by the orthogonality relation imposed in the previous step. The calculation of 
the inverse is also useful later on for error propagation. (In addition to these 
basic steps safeguards are provided against the well known instabilities of 
Newton's method, and some other types of steps are used early in the iteration 
to optimize the program.) 

A useful byproduct of this procedu~e is the ability to calculate the effective 
number of coefficients used in fitting each data point. If datum £i is omitted 
and x2 is reminirnized, holding the shift ~arameters fixed but varying all the 
coefficients, the resulting decrease in X is, . 

2. 
A - X.L,· 
-~ £. i - ---=-.... --

1- W6i 
. where X~; is the contribution of datum £i to x2 in the original fit and 

\1 r T 2. 
wE:-i = "r: w6i '- W\f:i 

""' - The quantity W£i satisfies the "sum rule" 

L W & i =- N ~ - T r ,d 
&t . . 

where Nc i~ the total number ~f.coefficien~s, ~nd_is'natural!y identified.with 
the effectlVe number of coeff1c1ents used 1n f1tt1ng datum El. The quant1ty Tr '::f 
can be identified with the effective number· of coefficients held fixed _by 
smoothness constraints. 

IV. Error Adjustment 

The chi-squared confidence levels of fits obtained as described in the 
previous section are often very small. This is due to unknovm experimental 
biases and errors in some of the data, and these effects will propagate into the 
amalgamated data unless they are explicitly removed. The nature of the problem 
is illustrated by plotting histograms of the data point and data block confidence 
level distributions calculated on the assumption of Gaussian errors. Examples 
are sh01·m in Fig. 1. Instead of being flat, tt1e distributions are peaked at lm·J 
confidence levels. These peaks are nearly always present though their heights and 
\·lidths vary from bin to bin. The data block confidence level distribution is 
usually even more sharply peaked than that of the data points, indicating a 
fairly even scattering of bad data among the different blocks. 
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~Je deal with this problem by doing the x2 miniMization in tvJO passes. After. 
the first pass error bars of data in the low confidence l~vel peak are stretched 
as described below, and the data is then refit. After the second fit the 
stretching ii done again, but at this stage the low confidence level peak has 
essentially disappeared so the effect is minor. ·.The stretching algorithm is 
defined in terms of 

~2.- ..v2. /N . X, • i /= N tA A, t: i ·. -r 
\>Jhere Nd is.the number of data.points (including normalizations and momenta) and 

-------N--t=-=-NtA----N-s---Ft -wej, _______ · ______ ------------. -
is the effective number of degrees of,Jreedom (Ns is the number of shift parameters 
contributing to x2). The quantities X~·, and similarly defined quantities for the 
normalizations and momenta, are expected to be distributed approximately in .a chi
squared distribution for one degree of freedom if the errors are truly Gaussian; 
these are the quantities used to generate the histograms in Fig. 1. The error 

. e~; of datum Ei is stretched according to the algorithm, 
t:j 1.. • ,; ( 2. 

e£i unchanged if /\; "' ' do 

e&, ~ e E:-i [' + ( ~.-1) (~~:r_- a0
)

1 

]. i'T 
.· . <5, ~0 . 

and a similar procedure is applied to the normalization and momentum covariance 
matrices. Thus stretching begins when ~~i exceeds 6~, and becomes extrem~ when 
~~i exceeds 6~; 6o and 61 are chosen to 11e near the edge and the middle of the 
low confidence level peak, respectively. Typical values are t 0 = 2 and 61 = 3-4. 
About 10% of the errors are usually adjusted by this algorithm. 

Provision is also made for simultaneous stretching of all the error bars in 
data blocks that remain poorly fit after the above procedure is carried out, 
but this is seldom necessary and the overall stretching factor is never larger 
than about 1. 2. 

V. Interpolation anct Averaging 

After the fitted surface has been determined, data in a central momentum bin 
"'1/3 as \'/ide as the v1hole range covered by the fit is renonnalized and shifted 
into fixed angular bins at a central momentum, qc. A shifted datum is, 

D ; = ..!& -r r. ( c:l,i - f&t) + c 
\,E-1 Sa, be-t At: Sf:i . b 

where b denotes the bin into which datu~ £i is shifted, sb is defined similarly 
to s£i• cb.vanishes for p9lari~ation data and is.defined simi~arl~ to cEj for 
eros~ sect1on data, rb~i 1s un1ty for cross sect1on data and 1s s1n Gb/s1n GEi 
for polarization data, and 

f., = L.. a~ T ~ b 
M 

where 

TW\., = TW\ ( ~bJ 1-c.) 
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Thus, the renormalized cross section data is moved p'arallel to the fitted surface 
while the deviation of tl1e renormalized polarization data from the fitted polar
ization is modulated by sin 9. Note that the beam momentum resolutions are also 
unfolded at this point~ 

The covariance matrix of the shifted data is obtained by calculating the 
effect on the results of fluctuations in the input data. We consider a general
ized x2 fUnction, X~, of which (1) is supposed to be a special case: 

X~ = 1T ~(A .. f.;- s&i D~;r + ~ w;.., 0..-A.)(>.,- J\~) 

+~ w;..,( 1-.. - r .. )( 1-1 - P,) + f t:(., (G\,..- A ... )( a.- A") 

Here Dt:i, ll.t:, Pt:, and A111 are considered to be Gaussi.an randomvariables \vhich 
have the particular value~ dt:i• 1, Pt:~ and 0 in (1), hyve s~me unknown mean values, 
and have inverse covariance matrices W£1 (diagonal), Vlt:n• W'r.n• and trmn• re~pec
tively. The matrices 0, 01, and ~2 are the original matrices w, wl, and wL as 
modified by error bar stretching. The treatment of the CTF in this way is a 
formal device for taking into account its effect in damping.fluctuations in the 
higher order terms. To now propagate fluctuations in the random input variables 
into the shifted data we must make some guess for the mean values, and we have 
identified these with the fitted values. As a test of the sensitivity of this 
assumption we have done calculatinns with some of the mean values identified 
with the input values and found negligible diffe~ences. 

The error propagation calculation does not take into account the effect of 
fluctuations in the input cross section data on the shifted polarization data 
through the factor Sci· We neglect this effect because the cross section data 
are generally considerably more precise than. the polarization data. Tests have 
been made to check that the effect is in fact neg.ligible. t·ie also neglect 
fluctuations in the adjusted inverse covariance matrices ~. ~1, and ~z. 

The resulting covariance matrix of the shifted data is, 

_ r~t··· r..u { ' r:. 
s 61 s.,l A• x., '" 

;-+ L:. u~~ W\ f,,_ T~"'1j T +- r: u,~ ~ t.,j, T~ 4-i 1\, ,W\ I " 1\, ,"1 . ~ 
+ i_ U"'W\ .(T"" . T: . _ s •i S.,l T~tr T\llt)} 
~ "' E- I ~., J r., •I ~.., l s " s,. 

where U i~ the covariance mat~ix of the fitted parameters obtained from the 
second deriv~tive matrix of Xg ~it~ the above mentioned identification of me~n· · 
values and f1tted values. The 1nd1ces g and h take the values 1 and 2 denot1ng 
normalization and momentum shift parameters, respectively, when used with U. ·Also, 

f,il=f.( 
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The first term of V is primarily due to the e~rors ol the original data while the 
remaining terms represent errors of renormalizatio.n, momentum shifting, and 
interpolation. These latter errors are generally somewhat smaller than, but 
comparable to, those of the original data. 

Amalgamated data is n0\1/ made by forming a weighted average of the data in 
each bin, 

b 

D~ = ~~· t.,'"~ Db_fri~--~-·--~-.------~-~·---
--.-~·-------- . 

------·~~ 

where yb~i is chosen to minimize the variance of Db, 

b . ;:b ~ 
~ . = L w:, .,j L w, ,_ ~j 

bi:-\ ,j I 'J&.,'!j AI 

Here wb is the inverse of the submatrix of V pertaining to bin b. The covariance 
matrix of the amalgamated data is, 

A .,J. = t ~ Y" '"i 'I d., j V., fri~ o~•d 
The existence of correlation~ between the amalgamated data tends to make 

them somei>,Jhat more comp 1 i cated and expen2 i ve to use than ordinary, uncorre 1 a ted, 
experimental data. The calculation of X in a fitting program, for example, 

.would require·a double sum over the data if the full covariance matrix we~e 
used. To alleviate this complication we have attempted to find simple ways to 
parameterize the correlations. Two acceptable parameterizations have been found. 
~oth are based on approximatin~ the full covariance matrix by a simpler matrix 
Abd with the same diagonal elements. The free parameters of ~bd are determined 
by minimizing the mean squared value of the off-diagonal elements of the residual 
correlation matrix, ~ 

A ~J. - A,.A 
~d ::. -(A.,.., AtAJ)''a. 

The two parameterizations we have used are, 
~ 1 . . 

AbtA = €"' ~ ~.- + n2. f~, f c1/s._ Sc1 

and 

In the first case the data may be treated as uncorrelated with errors± Eb and an. 
overall normalization error! n (a~ long ~s n2 « 1). In the second case we 
choose the 11 COrrelation vectors 11 K and K to satisfy, 

L.. w K' K1 
= 0 

b " b b 
so that the inverse covariance matrix is, 
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where . . ]- \ 

Pt = [1 + f w._ (K~ / 

Thus an approximate x2 functi.on, x2, with r~spect to some fitted function F, 
~ -\ 

A 'tid. ( F~ (2) 

reduces to three single sums .. 

"-Another way to formulate the parameterization of J\bd in ~erms of correlation 
vectors is to introduce aux.iliary variables ~h• and use the x function, 

X2.= z:: w.., (F~- D..,- L.. s.., K~r+ L s~ 
b . ~ n 

Minimization of this x2 function with respect to the en, for fixed values of the 
fitted function, gives the values 

5., ::. p ~ f w., I'< ~ ( F~ - D., ) 
for the ~n· The value of ~2 at this minimum is, 

"""2. r ( ) l.Y\ r F_ 'jR: X· = t_;_ w.., F"- OJ, - '-- ~-. rrt . b 
whic~ is equivalent to Eq. (2). The advantage of thi~ formulation is that we 
can interpret the ~n as representing collective adjustments of.the data whi~h 
take into account tne main effects of the,original shift parameters. ·Thus in 
an application, the quantities 

Di, = D., -+ r: ~"' K ~ · 
can be considered as r~djusted data analagous to the renormalized data obtained 
in applications using the first method for parameterizing 1:: 

. The second method is more complicated than the first, but is also more 
accurate. RMS values of the off-diagonal elements of r are seldom larger than 
. 1, with either mothod, and with the second method are usually about ha 1J as ,..., · 
large as v1ith the first. One can also estimate the error made by the use of A 

- in Eq. ·(2) by regarding the Db as Gaussian random variables ~lith covariance matrix 
A and means e.q1,1al to th,e values Fb at_111jnim.um

1 
This gives a mean and central 

variance for xL of Tr A-1 A and 2 Tr A- 1 A A- A, respectively. The bias, 
Tr "A-1 A - ~1 0 (wher·e N0 is the number of occupied bins), is seldom larger than 
.5; the central variance seldom exceeds 2:~ 0 by more than 205~ and the discrepancy 
with the second method is usually about half as much as with'the first. 
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VL Results 

The main elastic and CEX scattering experiments ih the l-2'GeV/c region are 
surveyed in Table r.4 As a simple measure of the quantity and quality of the data 
of each experiment we have calculated "weights" equal to the sum over data points 
of the inverse square fractional errors for cross section data and equal to the 
sum of the inverse square absolute errors for polarization data. If the errors 
were purely statistical, weights defined in this way would be ~qual to the total 
number of events cdunted in a cross section experiment, and would at least be of 
this order of magnitude. for a polarization experiment. In practice this is usually 
quite far from the truth, the weight being much smaller than the actual number o~ 
events, but it does provide a useful measure of the influence of the data i~x_· _____ _ 

---- -- _fi_L_Jhe--wei-g-h-t-s- -shown-i-n-T-ab-1-e-I -a-re-summe-n-o-ver aatafn-tne-l(;eV I c ~ p, ab < 
2 GeV/c momentum range only. For each elastic cross section we list all experiments 
contributing ~ 3% of the total weight of measurements of that cross section in this 
momentum range; for the other types of measurement we list all experiments contrib
uting~ 1% of the appropriate total weight. The compilation used for this survey 
contains all data from experiments overlapping the 1-2 GeV/c momentum range, and 
nearly all of these data are included in the preliminary amalgamation r.esults 
described below. In a few cases, some of the data were omitted, usually because 
of severe disagreement with a number of nearly measurements. Because of the error 
stretching feature of the amalgamation process, the final results are not much 
affected when severely discrepant data of this. kind is dropped; changes in 
individual data points were observed to be ~ .5 o. 

In addition to the compiled data we used 0° elastic cross section "data" 
calculated by combining forward imaginary parts from the total cross section 
measurements of Carter, et. al .5 and forward real parts from the dispersion 
relation ~al~ulations of Carter and Carter6 (interpolated to the momenta of the 
total cross section data). This data was used only to make the fitted surface 
better defined, and was not included in the shifting and averaging. 

An example of the effect of amalgamation is shown in Fig. 2. The overall 
range of the fit for this example was 1370-1525 MeV/c; the input data shown is 
from a central bin between 1420 and 1465 MeV/c; the central momentum at which 
this data is amalgamated is 1437 MeV/c. The input cross section data consists 
of two data blocks from Hughes 72, and one each from Laasanen 73, Vavra 72, 
Kalmus 71 and two smaller experiments7,8 not listed in Table I. The larger of 
these data blocks contribute comparable weights, and the ~malgamated data is 
therefore considerably more precise than any single input data block. The input 
polarization data consists ofsingle data blocks from t~1artin 74, Albrm'l 70, 
Chamberlain 66, and one smaller experiment9 not in Table I. In fhis case, the 
input data is dominated by the data block from Martin 74 at 1439 MeV/c (diamond 
symbols in Fig. 2) and the amalgamated data is largely a reproduction of this 
data block in new angular bins. The remaining, less precise, input data is 
particularly useful in bins where Martin 74 does not contribute, e.g., the four 
forwardmost occupied bins and two bins where the polarization is changing 
rapidly near cos9 = .5. 

We have amalgamated data at 22 momenta in the 1-2 GeV/c region. Specimen 
results at 1030, 1247, 1437, and 1790 MeV/c are shown in Figs. 3-8. These are 
four of the five momenta at which CEX polarization data is reported by Shannon 74; 
the results shown in Fig. 8 are energy independent amalgamations (essentially 
angular rebinnings) of this data. The errors shown in Figs. 2-8 are obtained 
using the normalization error type,of parameterization of~ discussed in the 
previous section. 
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In Figs. 9-16 we sh6w contour maps drawn from the fitted surfaces in each of 
our 22 central momentum birts. These are show~ for elastic cross sections, 
polarizations, and transve~se cross sections 

I :l: 
= .l (/.± p) dcr 

2. J.n. 
(There i·s riot enough data to make CEX maps.) Discontinuities in the contour 
appear at the bin edges and gi~e some indication of the experimental errors. 
n+p maps are considerably smoother than the n-p maps; this is largely due to 
precise measurements of Laasanen 73, Hughes 72~ and Martin 74. 

lines 
The 

the 

The transverse cross sections are squares of single transversity amplitudes, 
and vanish.where zeros of these amplitudes cross the physical region. The two most 
prominent features suggestive of such zero transits occur in the n+p maps near Plab 
=1390 MeV/c and cos9 = 0.29 for I+ and near Plab = 1630 MeV/c and cos9 = 0.56 for 
L 
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Nimrod 
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Risk 68 PPA 
Kistiakowsky 72 ZGS 
Carroll 69 
Borgeaud 64 
Martin 74 
Albrow 7o 
Burleson 71 
Chamberlain 66 

Hill 71 
Albrow 72 
Cox 69 
Duke 68 
Hill 70 
Chamberlain 66 

Shannon 74 
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Saturne 
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CERN PS 
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CERN PS 
Nimrod 
Nimrod 
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379 16 1207-2300 Wire chambers. 
302 18 800-1594 Acoustic chambers + single arm spectrometer. 
130 24 820-2740 Butanol target + counters. 

92 16 1250-2000 Double arm counter spectrometer, 0>125°. 
66 8 1180-1840 72-inch and 25-inch HBC. 
59 43 
46 12 

B7 33 
99 31 
86 31 

'79 16 

63 16 
61 13 

572-1628 Double arm counter spectrometer, 0=180°. 
875-1579 Counters. 
600-1280 Double arm counter_spectrometer, 0>155°. 

1280-3000 Double arm counter spectrometer, 0>125°. 
1210-2940 Counters. 
996-1342 Counters. 
865-2632 LMN and-butanol targets+ counters. 
875-1579 Counters. 

30 15 87.5-1580 Double arm chamber spectrometer, 0 near 180". 

26 35 557-1604 30-inch/72-inch HBC's. 
23 18 1710-5530 Double arm counter spectrometer, ltl<.8 (GeV/c) 2. 

20 6 1030-2390 Optical chambers. 
7 9 624-1433 Optical chambers. 
5 11 654-1247 ·Optical chambers. 

1.3 15 561-2106 Optical chambers, 0=0°. 
1.0 -52 1800-6000 Shower counter+ neutron counter, 0=180°. 
0.6 5 1715-2460 Optical chambers. 
0.5 15 894-1995 Optical chambers, 0=0°. 

1751 68 603-2651 LMN target+ counters. 
286 24 820-2740 Butanol target + counters. 

62 4 1600-2310 Ethelyne glycol target+ counters. 
22 15 745-3747 LMN target + counters. 

301 · 5 1600-2280 Ethelyne glycol target + counters. 
112 16 865-2632 LMN and b~tanol targets + counters. 

53 50 643-2140 LMN target+ counters. 
10 8 875-1579 LMN target+ counters. 
6 5 1700-2500 LMN target + counters. 
6 11 596-3260 LMN target+ counters. 
6 5 1030-1790 Propylene glycol target+ optical chambers. 

Table I. A survey of the main elastic and CEX scattering experiments in the 1-2 GeV/c momentum range. 4 
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DATA BLOCK CONFIDENCE LEVEL DISTRIBUTION DATA BLOCK CONFIDENCE LEVEL Dl STRIBUTION 

Fig. 1. Chi-squ~ed confidence level distributions from an amalgam~~ion of 1T + p DCS data at 1590 MeV /c. The distributions 
arter'the first (second) pass fit are shown on the left (right). The numbers of data points or blocks in each confidence interval 
is given to the right ofthe histograms; there is a total of 528 data points and 12 data blocks. In each case the lowest confidence 
interval bin is also-shown on an expanded scale. After the first pass 76 errors (including 3 normalization and 2 momentum 
errors) were enlarged, 43 of these by less than a factor of 1.5. An additional 16 errors were enlarged after the second pass, all 
but one by less than a factor of 1.5. The overall x2 per degree of freedom was 1.82 after the first pass and 1.07 after the_ second 
pass. 
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